A Paradise for world class
Phellem wooden furniture

AAREN Intpro
Gallery

Phellem collection is inspired by the very
idea of a bark that is so silent in the woods
but speaks volumes when one pays a
close attention to it

Sounds fascinating?
READ ON...

Nurturing the natural marvel of polymorphism in barks and preserving them
is of paramount importance to unleash and experience their true beauty.
The barks of different species are preserved by covering them with an
innovative bio-sourced transparent resin. This way it is possible to appreciate
the intact botanical variety as it appears in its original habitat. The finest of
these barks often known as “Phellem” then make it to the best in class design
galleries and this is where AAREN Intpro Gallery opens the door for design
connoisseurs’ and transports them to a world of “Old is Gold” .

Play a stimulating game of
chess on a chess side table

The interlocking compositions are reminiscent of the ancient wood inlay technique
with an emphasis on overcoming the classic schematism of a black and white chess
board. Birch barks of various types and species with a coating of Extraclear Epoxy
resin 34% lends itself to bring in a classic chequered surface. Typical size of our chess
table is 50x 70 x64cm. However these sizes and designs can be customized to your
requirement

Divine Phellem console for every soul

When poplar bark is preserved with an Extraclear Epoxy Resin Formulation 34%,
supported on a burnished steel base, you see a spectacular table that takes you
back in time to the world when Poplar symbolized divinity, security and resiliency.
The hardy and healthy bark is a result of the tree’s independent character, needing
very little care. Though the collection boasts of a typical 48 x 238 x 90 cm, the
consoles can be customized to suit your requirement

Sumptuous dining on the dining table

When barks of varied types and species are crafted to perfection using ancient wood
inlay technique, with interlocking compositions in a dimension of 260x95x75cm and
coated with 34% Extraclear Epoxy Resin, you get a great looking dining table that is
vintage and rustic adding a dose of tradition to every meal served on it . Customized
designs in different sizes and finishes too are possible.

Phellem low table for a high caffeine rush

Taking advantage of the incredible ancient wood inlay technique, AAREN has made it
possible to get a bolder expression using Oak, Larch and Birch Barks of various types
and species. The resin covering keeps the botanical character of the bark intact.
Supported on burnished steel, these low tables which come in a dimension of 110x
90x 44cm. Choose these low-tables for great coffee table conversations.
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